Say NO to Exelon’s Corporate Welfare Bailout! Exelon’s nuclear bailout Legislation would: COST ratepayers up to $250 Million per year (or more) for 6 years, NOT guarantee nuclear plants will stay open or jobs not be lost, KILL future of renewable energy programs in Illinois.
Want more radioactive nuclear waste?

The Message:  Simply say NO to Exelon!
• NO bailouts for Exelon’s aging, money losing reactors
• Fix the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
• Oppose ComEd’s “demand charge,” and monopolistic community solar plan;
• Enact a “just transitions” program for reactor communities and displaced workers;
• Enact strong reactor decommissioning laws
• Remind them: the 114,000 renewables and efficiency workers in Illinois are voters, too.
Contact: your state Rep and Senator, and…
• Governor Bruce Rauner
  (312) 814-2121
• House Speaker Michael Madigan
  (217) 782-5350
• Senate Pres. John Cullerton
  (773) 883-0770

Contact: NUCLEAR ENERGY INFORMATION SERVICE, www.neis.org, neis@neis.org, (773)342-7650
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The Reasons to Oppose the Exelon Nuclear Bailout are Simple.

Exelon has:
- Deliberately obstructed fixing the Renewables Portfolio Standard the past 4 years, preventing construction of new renewable energy; then claimed its legislation would, “jump-start[ing] investment in solar energy”;
- Threatened the loss of 1,500 direct and 4,200 total nuclear-related jobs; yet showed no similar concern for the 20,000+ direct and 114,000 indirect renewable energy and energy efficiency jobs all the time it continued to block fixing the RPS. These jobs represent voters, too;
- Created and supported several pro-nuclear front groups, the purposes of which are to bail out financially failing nuclear plants; kill or delay meaningful expansion of renewable energy and energy efficiency; and lock in the increasingly anachronistic “big box”, centralized utility model, controlled by Exelon/ComEd;
- Demanded quick legislative action and threatened reactor closures – and the loss of jobs and disruption of community services that come with closure – four times without acting on its threat;
- Disrupted initial progress made in negotiations between ComEd and the Clean Jobs Coalition that were ordered by Legislative leadership; inserted itself in negotiations; and then proceeded to negotiate in “bad faith” by introducing its bill, SB.1585 Amendment 3 without warning while still privately negotiating. falsely claiming it used the best parts of 3 pieces of legislation. They are not trustworthy business partners;
- Asked the Legislature for a wealth transfer of at least $1.6 billion from Illinois ratepayers to Exelon shareholders to cover losses of Exelon’s private assets, assets which they intend to keep after the bailout, without offering ratepayers any equity for the use of their money.

It is not, and never has been the statutory obligation or duty of the Legislature to guarantee the profitability of a private corporation like Exelon. Don’t start now.

Vote “NO” on Exelon’s Nuclear Bailout, SB.2814!